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Multiple Choice Questions (best 6 out of 7: 12 points)

1. (2 points) Lennon recently bought a computer monitor for $300, and found that the screen is larger than ex-
pected. Lennon is considering returning the monitor for a full refund, but it would cost him $10 shipping fee.
Kevin has suggested buying Lennon’s monitor, and promised to give $280 in return if he agrees. What is Lennon’s
opportunity cost of selling the monitor to Kevin?

⃝ $590

⃝ $310

⃝ $290

⃝ $280

2. (2 points) For every cup of tea, Alice buys two scones. The price of a cup of tea is $5 while the price of a scone
is $2.5. Alice has $20 in income. Which of the following is true?

I. Alice consumes 2 cups of tea and 4 scones.

II. If the price of a cup of tea increases, she will consume more scones.

⃝ I. only

⃝ II. only

⃝ I. and II.

⃝ Both I. and II.

⃝ Neither I. nor II.

3. (2 points) Rob is a fan of Wrexham A.F.C. and is deciding which games to attend live. Prices are $50 for all
games. Initially, Rob decides to purchase 2 home game and 4 away game tickets, spending his whole budget.
The next day, Rob’s friend, Ryan, decides to pay for half of each home game ticket Rob buys, bringing the price
of home games down to $25 each. This causes Rob to change his plans: he will now purchase 4 home game
tickets and 4 away game tickets. Which of the following must be true?

I. Home game tickets are an inferior good.

II. Rob’s demand for away game tickets is perfectly inelastic.

⃝ I. only

⃝ II. only

⃝ Both I. and II.

⃝ Neither I. nor II.

4. (2 points) When Alfred went to the local downtown supermarket last week, the price of a box of baby formula
was $20 and the price of a bottle of goat milk was $20. After a national shortage, however, the price of baby
formula increases and is now $40 per box (the price of goat milk hasn’t changed). He talks to the store manager,
who tells him that last week they sold 100 boxes of baby formula and 30 bottles of goat milk, but this week they
sold 60 boxes of baby formula and 20 bottles of goat milk. Which of the following statements is correct?

I. Demand for baby formula is price-elastic

II. Baby formula and goat milk are complements

⃝ I. only

⃝ II. only

⃝ Both I. and II.

⃝ Neither I. nor II.



5. (2 points) Andy operates an ice cream shop in a perfectly competitive market, with the following cost functions
(in dollars): V C(q) = 12q + q2, MC(q) = 12 + 2q. Suppose that the price of ice cream is P = $20, and that
Andy’s profit maximizing quantity is in the decreasing part of his average total cost. All of a sudden the ice
cream machine breaks, halting production entirely. Assume that repairing the ice cream machine costs $10.
What should Andy do in the short run? And in the long run? (hint: drawing a graph might be helpful)

⃝ Andy should repair the ice cream machine to continue production in the short run and continue
producing in the long run.

⃝ Andy should repair the ice cream machine to continue production in the short run but exit the market
in the long run.

⃝ Andy should not repair the machine and he should exit

⃝ Not enough information.

6. (2 points) Suppose the market for apples is perfectly competitive, with a downward sloping demand and upward
sloping supply. A new widely publicized study stresses the health benefits of apples. However, at the same, a
new disease is killing many of the apple trees in the area. What must be true at the new equilibrium?

I. Price increases

II. Price decreases

III. Quantity increases

IV. Quantity decreases

⃝ I. only

⃝ II. only

⃝ III. only

⃝ IV. only

⃝ I. and IV.

⃝ II. and III.

⃝ None

7. (2 points) Suppose that demand for eggs is perfectly price inelastic and the supply is upward sloping. Suppose
shipping costs (which are variable) soared due to lockdowns and strains on logistics networks. Which of the
following must be a consequence of this change?

⃝ Equilibrium price increases but equilibrium quantity decreases

⃝ Consumers now spend more on eggs

⃝ Deadweight loss increases

⃝ Producer surplus increases



Short Answer Questions (14 points total)

To get any point you must show your work

8. (a) Harry and Sally are two consumers who spend all their income on sandwich and beer. Harry’s income is
$36 and Sally’s income is $23. At Katz’s Deli, Harry orders 2 sandwiches and 4 beers whereas Sally orders
1 sandwich and 3 beers.

The price of a sandwich is Ps = .

The price of a beer is Pb = .

(b) After Harry and Sally leave Katz’s Deli, they both still feel very hungry. With no money left, they go to
the next ATM and each of them withdraws $320. To satisfy their cravings, they decide to have steak and
wine at the Café Luxembourg. The price of steak is $40 and the price of a glass of wine is $20. Harry wants
to consume 5 steaks and 6 glasses of wine. Sally wants to consume 3 steaks and 10 glasses of wine.

On each figure below, quantity of steak is on the x-axis and wine is on the y-axis:

� Draw Harry’s budget constraint on the left hand side and Sally’s budget constraint on the right hand
side. Label all intercepts.

� Mark their optimal consumption bundles H and S, respectively.

� For each of them, draw the indifference curve that is consistent with the optimal choice, assuming they
like both goods and have typical downward sloping convex indifference curves.

wine

0 steak

Figure 1: Harry (H)

wine

0 steak

Figure 2: Sally (S)

(c) At the optimal consumption point:

Harry’s marginal rate of substitution of steak for wine is MRSxy = − .

Sally’s marginal rate of substitution of steak for wine is MRSxy = − .



(d) The waiter tells Harry and Sally they are out of the house wine, so they have to buy the expensive wine,
which costs $40 a glass. The price of steak is still $40. After some contemplation, they change their optimal
consumption choices: Harry wants to consume 2 steaks and 6 glasses of wine, while Sally wants to consume
4 steaks and 4 glasses of wine.

Describe the income and substitution effects of the increase in the price of wine on Harry’s consumption
(fill in the blanks with ”higher”, or ”lower”, or ”unchanged”):

� With the substitution effect:

– Harry’s consumption of steaks is

– Harry’s consumption of wine is

� With the income effect:

– Harry’s consumption of steaks is

– Harry’s consumption of wine is

Does Harry consider the goods as normal or inferior?

For Harry, steaks is a(n) good and wine is a(n) good.



9. Suppose that Bob owns a farm in Vermont that produces cheese. He has a lease for a creamery which costs him
$360/day. His variable inputs are workers and milk, such that his daily variable cost is V C(q) = 10q2 + 20q.
Suppose his marginal cost is MC(q) = 20q + 20.

(a) Bob’s shut-down price is PSD = and his break-even price is PBE = .

(b) Suppose there are 10 identical farms in the market (including Bob’s). Write the equation of the market
short-run supply in the box below.

(c) Suppose inverse market demand for cheese is P = 170−QD. In the graph below, draw market demand and
market supply. Label all intercepts.

Quantity

Price



(d) Consider the short-run equilibrium:

i. Fill-in the blanks:

� The market quantity is QSR = pounds per day.

� The market price is PSR = .

� Each firm produces a quantity qSR = per day.

ii. Find each firm’s profit and each firm’s producer surplus. Show your work.

iii. Find the market producer and consumer surplus. Show your work.

(e) Suppose the market is now in the long-run equilibrium:

i. Fill-in the blanks:
� The number of firms is (higher/lower/equal) than in the short-run equi-
librium.

� The market price is equal to .

� Each firm’s profit is equal to .

� Demand is (more/less/equally) price-elastic than in the short-run equilib-
rium.

ii. Compared to the short-run equilibrium, what happens to consumer expenditure (i.e. sellers’ total
revenue) in the market? Explain in the box below.




